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SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM

The Roots of Society: the Metaphysical Ground of Social Ethics by De Torre, Joseph M., c2015


Independent Thinking by Gilbert, Ian, c2014

Regional Risk and Security in Japan: Whither the Everyday by Hook, Glenn D., c2015
SOCIAL SCIENCE PROGRAM

Outcome Based Learning Manual on the Introduction to Philosophy and the Verbal and Non-Verbal Logic: a Basic Tool for Life by Buenaflo, Roberto C., c2016

Bridging the Gaps in Society: Political Science in the Philippine Setting by Eguia, Carmina A., c2014

Qualitative Inquiry & Research Design: Choosing Among Five Approaches by Creswell, John W., c2013


Comprehensive Workbook in Logic by Naito, Emi F. [contributor], c2016
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE PROGRAM

Understanding Statistical Error: a Primer for Biologist by Gierlinski, Marek, c2016

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Observation and Assessment for the EYFS by Kamen, Teena, c2013

Transitions Across Schools and Cultures edited by Karabenick, Stuart A., c2012


365 Things to make you go Hmmm: a Year’s Worth of Class Thinking by Wrangles, Paul, c2014
SPECIAL EDUCATION

Evaluating all Teachers of English Learners and Students with Disabilities: Supporting Great Teaching by Fenner, Diane Staehr, c2015

Autism Spectrum Disorders: Identification, Education, and Treatment edited by Zager, Dianne, c2017

Special Education by De Vera, Elisheba D., c2016

GENERAL EDUCATION

Modern Asian Theatre and Performance 1900-2000 by Wetmore, Kevin J., c2014

LIBRARY SCIENCE

VALUES EDUCATION PROGRAM

Jesuits in Mindanao: the Mission by Arcilla, Jose S., c2013

Christ’s Priest for God’s Priestly People by Bacani, Teodoro, c2010

Yakap sa Dukha, Yakap kay Cristo, Yakap ng Diyos by Bacani, Teodoro C., c2015

The Book of Virtues and Values by Villegas, Bernardo Malvar, c2015

The Crisis of Confidence in the Catholic Church by Helmich, Raymond G., c2014

New American Bible, c2010
VALUES EDUCATION PROGRAM

Rethinking Fundamental Theology: Towards a New Fundamental Theology by O’Collins, Gerald, c2013

ENGLISH PROGRAM

The Companion to Language Assessment edited by Kunnan, Antony John, c2014

The Chief is in the House: My Little Journal of Angst and Peeves by Salud, Joel Pablo, c2015


Slow Burn by Murray, Sabina , c2015
ENGLISH PROGRAM

A Beginner's Guide to Critical Thinking and Writing in Health and Social Care by Aveyard, Helen, c2015


Connect: College Reading by Dole, Ivan G, c2014